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The New York Law S£hool

REPORTER
VOLUME 10, NUMBER 3

N¥LS Moot Court Team Takes .
Third In National Moot Goud
Competition
On January 28th, the NYLS Moot
Court Team finished third overall, out
of a field of 230, in the 43rd Annual
National Moot Court Competition
sponsored by the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York. Ann
Kenny and I. Bryce Moses argu~ for
the New York Law School Moot Court
Honor Society National Team which
was coached by Professor Ger.ald '
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A MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS

Lebovits and Arnold Levine. New
York Law School was eliminated from
the competition after it was narrowly
defeated byGonzaga Universityinthe
semi-final round by a 3-2 vote by the
panel of jud~. Go~ga was· defeated in thefinal round by Vanderbilt
University, which reached the finals
after defeating the fourth semi-final
team from the University of Denver.
NYLS defeated Vand~bilt in the seccontinued on page 2

First Prize in Writing
COmpetitio11 to NYLS Student
Monica Ashton, fourth year
evening student, won First Prize in the
Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. Ashton won the award for her
essay entitled "The·Single Substantial
Similarity Inquiry: An Alternative to
'the Current Legal Tests Used in Music
Copyright Infringement Cases''. The
Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition is sponsored by 'the American So:
ciety of Composers and Performers
(ASCAP) and is organized to promote
interest in copyright law. Ashton received a cash prize of $500.00 for winning the competition and her essay
.will now ..be entered into a national
competition.

Ashton said that her experience
as a music composer inspired her to
enter the competition. Ashton majored in music at Manhattanville College where she received her bachelor's
degree, and she hopes to pursue a
career in the area of copyrightlaw after
graquation.
Here at New York Law School,
Ash~on actively pursues herinterestin
the legal aspects. of the music industry
as Evening Vice Presidentof the Media
Law Project. AShton has also written
an article that will appear in the upcoming issue of the Media Law Jour-

Dfil.

Meet Ellen RyersonAssociate Dean for Academic Affairs

1-1
Ellen Ryerson is The New York Law School's
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs_. The Offic;e of
Academic Affairs ex~rcises administrative responsibility for academic matters, including support of
faculty research, scheduling of courses and examinations, impl~menting academic rules, and provid~
ing academic advice to students. The Office also has
administrative supervision of the Registrar's Office,
the Lawyering Skills Program, the Legal Writing
Program, the 'Communications Media Ce.n ter anq
the co-curricular programs (student law ·journals
and the MootCourtAssociation). Ms. Ryerson came
to The New York Law School on July 6, 1992.
Ms. Ryerson is a graduate of the University of
Wisconsin with honors in history. She then earned
a Ph.D. in history from Yale University, where she
was a Woodrow Wilson fellow and recipient of the
George Washington Egleston Prize for her dissertation, and taught American studies at Amherst Col-•
lege. She completed her J.D. at Yale Law School.
Ms. Ryerson has prior administrative experience as an Associate Provost of Yale University and
Associate Dean of Yale Law School. Her duties at
Yale Law School included budget planning, student
financial aid, and interdisciplinary academic programs. As Associate Provost of Yale University, she
had administrative and budgetary responsibility for
variousacademicprogramsincludingthe Law School
and the humanities' deparbnents as well as special
responSibilities for policies affecting faculty appoint-

rnents and promotions, and affirmative action.
Ms. Ryerson is the author of The Best-Laid Plans - America's Juvenile Court Experiment (Hill
and Wang, New York). A review of the book in the
New York State Bar Journal in the.April 1987 edition
concluded that ''Ellen Ryerson turnsher attention to

PHOTO BY ]ACXIB GBORGB

the history of the Juvenile Court, first founded in
Chicago in 1899, and tp the !oss of faith in its ability
to fulfill its promise." Her book was critiqued by
John William Ward, President of AmherstCollege as
"an important study of the subtle interaction between ideasand institutions, of the way in which an
ideal, once embodied in an institution, has a life

different from the original intention, and of how the ·
institution is then affected by other .ideas in the
course of its history," Judge Nanette Dembitz of the
Family Court of the State of New York was quoted
as stating that ''Ellen Ryerson's book contributes a
fresh and fascinating perspective on the juvenile
court. She sketches its transitions as reflections of
the changing ~odal pattern ofnineteenth- and twentieth-century America," .Also, John Morton Blumof
Yale University was quoted as stating that "Ellen
Ryerson has~written a lucid, learned, engaging and
important study of the institutional and intellectual
history of the juvenile court movement. Her work .
sweeps far beyond that movement itself by relating
it to major social changes in American life in the first
decades of this century."
Ms. Ryerson stated that since July, 1992, she
has been exceptionally busy. She has worked closely
with a lot of faculty members and administrators,
but she regrets that she has not met many students,
except officers of the student journals and the Moot
Court Association and individuals who have at-tended the Dean's Sherry Hours. She further com, mented that she is impressed at how strong the
NYLS faculty is and how much they care about their
students.
On a personal level, Ms. Ryerson is married to
Leon Plantinga, who is a Professor of Music History
at Yale University. They divide their time between
Connecticut and New York City. Ms. Ryerson said
that her association with NYLS and the City has
truly enhanced both of their lives and that she is
really happy being a part of The New York Law
School. ·
·
·
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Deans Meet with Stu ·d 9nts
ranging discussion about the problems at New York
Law School. The following are some of the issues
that were addreSsed at the conference.
On Monday, February 2, Dean Harry H. Wellington and Associate Deans Ellen Ryerson (Academic Affairs), Matthew Wilkes (Student Services),
Harriet Inselbuch (Development and Public Affairs),
Jane Helm ( Finance and Administration) and Library Director Joyce Saltalamachia met with the
Executive Board of the Student Bar Association and
a selected group of students.
The Office of Students Services organized and
moderated the meeting. Theagendaforthemeeting
covered some topics of concern to New York Law
School students. Although the Office of Student
Services had prepared an agenda for the meeting,
the students in attendance engaged in a wider

Moot Court
continued from page 1
ond round of the finals but was not able to reach the
finals for a rematch.
·
The National Moot Court Competition is one
of the two most prestigious Moot Court competitions in the nation, the other being the National
Appellate Advocacy Competition. 154 law schools
from all over the nation participated in the competition. Bryce Moses thought that the competition
was a "Unique experience to compete against the
best around the country and see the variety of
advocacy styles." BeCause the competition is sponsored by the Association of the Barof the City of New
York, the National is generally the more important
competition in the Northeast. The NYLS Moot
Court Team's third place is the best finish for any
metropolitan New York law school in' the last decade.
The National Competition is a two stage process. The journey to the finals began at the 14
regional competitions that were held last year; the
top two teams in each region advance to the final
round 0£28. The fact pattern and legal arguments for
the ~3rd Annual National Moot Court Competition
centered around Fifth Amendment implications .of
accepting responsibility for criminal acts under the
Federal Sentencing Guidelines. NYLS defeated New
York University to advance to the final round of the
regional competition where it bested Brooklyn Law
School to take first place in the New York Metropolitan Region. On its path to the semi-finals of the
second and final round, the NYLS Moot Court team
defeated University of Colorado, Vanderbilt, Loyola

Building problems:

only. This is intended to relieve the congestion on
the 1st floor of A building. In addition, the freight
elevatorin therear of A building is slated for conversion to an automatic elevator for passenger service
and will be available for student use in September,
1993. This should also help alleviate the crowding at
the front of A building.

Dean Helm discussed · the recent problems
with the heating system and the renovation program. Helm stated that progress is'being made on
Communication and Public Relations
the renovations. New thermostats are planned for
Dean Harriet Inselbuch discussed the work
the classrooms in A building. The new Student
that
her
office is doing in internal communication
Center in C building will soon be heated. The new
and
external
marketing. Several noticeable changes
cafeteria and other modifications to the 1st floor of
have
been
made
and more improvements are slated
C building are scheduled to be completed by March
for
the
near
future.
The Counselor, publication of
1st. After the renovations are completed the main
the
Office
of
Development
and Public Affairs, will
entrance to the school will be through C building.
The present entrance in A building will be an exit become a weekly and will contain a calendar of
events. The school's official name remains "New
York Law School". Inselbuch explained that ''The
New York Law School" is a marketing play to
separate the identities of New York Law School and
the New York University -School of Law. A lively
discussion developed oh the relative merits of this
of Los Angeles, Campbell University (North Caro- marketing idea and the new NYLS logo.
lina) before it was stopped in the semi-final round by
Gonzaga.
Library Access
Many NYLSstudentsshowed up to lend moral
Mendik Library Director Joyce Saltalamachia
support for the Moot Court Team. It was standing
spoke
about library access in response to questions
room only for the semi-final round at the Associafrom
students
about why the library does not stay
tion of the Bar of the City of New York. Although
open
later.
Several
evening and day students thought
several facultymembersappeared at the competiton,
that
the
present
closing
time is unfair to many
not one member of the administration was on hand
stusfentsand
evening
students
in particular. Evening
to cheer the team on.
_
students
pointed
out
that
they
only have about one
Bryce Moses expressed thanks to Professors
hour
after
class
to
study
in
the
library. Professor
Nadine Strossen and David Rigney from the NaSaltalamachia
was
surprised
to
hear about access
tional Team for their presence and helpful advice.
Moses also thanked coach Professor Gerald Lebovits problems because the library staff keeps a head
for his supreme efforts, the knowledgeable assis- . count during quieter hours and their count indicates
tance of coach Arnold Levine and all of the Moot that there are few students using the library near the
present closing hou~ of.10:00 p.m. (Friday-Sunday)
Court Honor Society for their successful work. ·
From Wednesday February 10th to Friday the and 11:00 (Monday-Thursday). Students pointed
12th there will be another opportunity for Moot out that the parking lot closes at 9:30, at which time
Court Honor Society members to continue there any _remaining cars ~re locked overnight in the
winning ways at the National Trial Advocacy Com- parking lot.
petition held at the Eastern District Courthouse in
Student Services
,
Brooklyn; students are asked to come out and support the participants. The Moot Court Honor SociAll the deans were noticeably cool to a student's
ety also invites all students to come out and support suggestions that the mail folders be replaced by
NYLS's Moot Court teams at upcoming competi- electronic bulletin board/ video-text terminals. One
tions in the metropolitan area in March. Details student pointed outtha'tthe Student Bar Association
about these events will be posted. First year stu- had funded the minority outreach program and
dents should try to attend these competitions be- asked, ''Wasn't this an institutional priority, or is it
cause they can pick up valuable pointers for Legal just a priority of the students?" In the general
Writing Moot Court by watching some of the finest discussi<?n which followed, theadministratorsagreed
law stud~nt advocates in the nation argue their
cases.
continued on next page
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that minority recruitment was a priority. However, they stopped short
of a commitment to fund minority outreach programs. Evening students
expre~d frustration with access to both school admin~trators and the
bookstore. Evening students requested, "Could the administrators stay
until 9:00 p.m.?'' The administration responded that certain offices were
open until 7:00 p.m. one night a week. Evening students found little
solaceinthisanswerbecausemosteveningstudentshad6:00p.m.classes
that run until 7:40 p.m. each night.

RupiBadwal
Editor in Chief
Michael Wood
Managing Editor

Academic Affairs
Students brought up questions about minority faculty recruitment.
Dean Wellington answered that the school administration was working
very hard on this issue. He also answered affirmatively to a student's
observation that we need to recruit New York Law School graduates as ·
tenured faculty. A first year student brought up the same issues about
the Legal Writing program that were raised by nearly every recent first
year class. Dean Wellington said that the suggestion that Legal Writing
be a four credit hour course per semester might have merit, but did not
approve of a suggestion to make Legal writing a pass/fail course. Dean
Wellington expressed his belief that legal writing was a crucial skill and
perhaps students might be less serious about a pass/fail course. All the
students unanimously agreed thatthe legal research portion of the course
was a waste of time. The administration :was surprised, since legal
research seems to get good reviews in the student questionnaires. One
student suggested that WordPerfect training be included in the Legal
Writing program because many students must learn to use computers
and word processing programs in addition to learning legal writing.

Smoking
Dean Wellington was asked by a student about the rumored new
smoking policy. The Dean responded \ha\ although he believed that
smoking was definitely a ha7.ard and was inclined to pursue a "smoke
free institution" policy, he was open to suggestions from students and
staff.
The meeting went on well past the one hour scheduled. Reaction5
of the participants were mixed. Some students expressed excitement at
being able to discuss problems with an administration that seemed
genuinely interested, other students took a "wait and see" approach
while others remained skeptical.
Students in attendance commented that Dean Wellington seemed
both warm and open to suggestions but the students thought that others
i~ the administratiori were not as enthusiastic. After the meeting, discussions between administrators and students spilled out from the room
into the hallway. The general feeling after the meeting among students
indicated that the discussion with the deans was worthwhile and a good
beginning to establish a dialog about common interests and student
needs.

THE NEW ¥ ORK LAW
SCHOOL REPORTER
•

James P. Horan
Foreign Correspondant

Ronnie Gon7.Blez
Arts & Entertainment Editor

I

Dear Fellow Students,
The Reporter would like to extend personal invitati~n for you
tojoinour staff. Webelieveyourrecordofin volvementinNew YorkLaw
School activities indicates a level of knowledge and commitment which
would contribute to interesting articl~s for the Reporter. We welcome
editorials, new, cartoons, photos and artwork. We encourage short
articles and feature stories. We also print short fiction works.
The Reporter is an open organization. Students join by writing
articles, creating cartoons, selling ad vertising or performing layout
duties. Work on the Reporter involves learning mastery of computers,
laser printers, color scanners and other hard ware. We also learn the short
cuts involved in the use of software; WordPerfect, Word for Windows,
Aldus Pagemaker, and Aldus Photo Styler. Working together we
develop editing and layout skills. We work together in an atmosphere of
friendly and constructive criticism as we hone our writing skills. Most
of the work of producing the Reporter is low key, but we do learn to work
together under pressure to meet publication schedules.
·
Stop by our office and talk with the staff.

a

. FEBRUARY 12, 1993

Fernando Cruz
Computer Editor

Jackie George
Photography Editor

Cheryl Williams
Copy Editor

Brendan Barry
Advertising_Manager

Barry Block
Senior Editor

Lisa Chin
Health, Science and
Technology Editor

Joseph Brennan
Joseph Conway
Seamus Murphy
Michael Simone
Columnists

Staff

Tom Mavis, Pete Wagner, Kenneth Shuster,
Tim Spainhour, Jackie George, Eliz.abeth Kaye
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Resume Preparation Guide .

Quick Tips on Resumes, Cover·Letters and Interviews
Preparing Your Resume
Your resume is an important part of your
application. If prepared properly, it can be a valu, able marketing tool. It is your first chance to make
a good impression and must, therefore, be flawlessly
drafted.
A resume is the first sample of your writing
that an employer sees. It should ·contain no typographical,grammaticalorothermistakes. Nor should
it contain any inconsistencies either. For example, if
. you abbreviate months of the year, do so all the way
· through the document. In addition, it should be
designed so that it is easy to read and pleasing to the
eye. A resume that is too cluttered or written in
extremely small type can discourage reading. Finally, everything you include in your resume must
be completely accurate.
If possible, your resume should fit on one page.
It should contain information that describes you and
your educational and work background. In determining what information to include in your resume,
keep in mind that your resume is your first opportunity to describe your skills and valuable characteristics. Anything you have done that serves to illustrate these should be included in your resume. (This
includes everything from involvement with volunteer organizations to the fact that you managed a
business or were awarded a merit-based scholarship.)
Your resume should contain all relevant work
experience you have had, whether legal or non-legal
(your non-legal experience often has helped you
develop skills that are transferrable to a legal work
setting), part-time orfull-time, for pay or as a volunteer. Do not forget to include any special skills or
qualifications you may have such as foreign language ability or a CPA. Finally, be prepared to
discuss inan interview anything that you include on
your resume.

Quick Resume Checklist
• Is my resume free of typogr~phical, grammatical
or other errors?
• Have I had someone else proofread my resume?
• ls the layout of my resume easy to read and
pleasing to the eye?
• Is everything on my resume consistent?
.
• Have I included all my educational and work
experiences?
• Have I included all special skills or qualifications?
• Am I prepared to discuss everything on my resume?

Writing A Cover Letter ,
The cover letter, like the resume, is your first
chance to make a favorable impression: on an em. ployer. Many employers read the cover letter before
they read the attached resume. If they do not like the
cover letter, they may not read any further. It is,
therefore, important that your cover letter be wellwritten and attention-grabbing. As is true with
resumewriting, the quality of your cover le~r gives
an employer an idea of your writing ability. Thus,
your cover letter should be as well written as possible, containing no typos or grammatical errors.
Moreover, it should be written in a logical smooth
manner with appropriate transitions. It should not
contain unrelated or inappropriate information.
Your cover letter is your chance to give an
employer information about who you are and what
makes you special. It must help an employer realize
what.is unique about you so that your resume wiij

stand out in the large stack of other resumes. To these skills. For example, if you worked as a banker
write a quality cover .letter takes a great deal of before (or during) law school, you should highlight
preparation and effort. Good cover letters are the the skills you developed as a banker that would.be
produd of soul searching and thought. To be able to· applicable in a corporate legal setting.
convinceanemployerthatyouarespecialand unique,
In addition to focusing on your skills, strengths
youmustknowwhatitisaboutyourselfthatmakes and qualities, you should highlight any relevant
you so. You must, in short, know who you are and work experiences and course work. An employer
try toputa piece of yourselfin your cover letter. You who specializes in tax work should be told about the
should also think about what you are looking for in A+ you received in taxation: An employer who
a job and find a way to express that in your letter. specializes in environmental law should be told
To write a cover letter, you n~ to have abOutyour experience working for the Environmeninformation about the employer to whom you are tal Protection Agency.
writing. The more you know about the employer,
Finally, end your cover letter by stating the
the more pers0nalized your cover letter will be. action you plan to take (i.e., that you will be contactEmployers do not react favorably to receiving a ing the employer in a week or so to follow up) or the
cover letter that demonstrates an applicant's igno- action you would like the employer to take (i.e., that
rance about their organization. For example, if the you look forward to hearing from the employer).
employer to whom you are writing isa law firm that Time spent writing a quality cover letter is well
specializes in tax litigation, a cover letter in which worth the effort.
Quick Cover Letter Checklist
you discuss your experience and interest in admiralty law will make a bad impression. Similarly, a • Is my cover letter free of typographical, grammatiletter to a legal aid organization thatfocuses on your
cal or other errors?
prosecution experience but does not mention your • Have I had someone else proofread my cover
advocacy skills and desire to provide defendants
letter?
with representation, will make a less than favorable • Does my cover letter give the employer informaimpression.
tion about me that is not obvious from my resume?
Your opening paragraph should inform the • Does my cover letter explain my interest in the
employer why you are writing to them. If you are
employer to whom I am writing?
writing at someone's suggestion, mention the name • Is my cover letter tailored to the employer to
of the person who referred you to this employer. If
whom I am writing?
you are responding to an advertisement, mention • Does my cover letter describe my qualifications,
the advertisement and the specific position to which
skills and strengths?
you are applying (anorganizationcan be advertising • Does my cover letter sell ine?
for more than one position at a time).
• Does my cover letter discuss my "transferrable
In the next paragraph, describe your interestin
skills"?
the employer. No one likes to receive form letters so
Making the Most of Your Interview
you must tailor your cover letter to each employer to
whom you apply. Thus, you need to be able to
The interview is your chance to make a good
articulate in your cover why you are writing to this
personal impression; it is your chance to "shine". To
particular employer. Employers should not feel that
interview well, you must be able to sell yourself. The
they are just one of hundreds of employers to whom
employer needs fo know if you are qualified for the
you are applying. A cover letter that Sounds sincere
position and whether or not you have appropriate
and well-thought-out, will always make a· better
experience and skills. Use the interview as your
impression than a rote-sounding form letter for a
opportunity to let .the employer know about your
mass mailing.
.
· qualifications. As with writing a cover letter, to be
After you have informed the employer of the
able to do this effectively, you need to take some time
reasons you are interested in them, you should state
to make an inventory of your strengths and selling '
why they should be interested in you. This is where
points. Determine what skills you may have acthe time you invested in your personal inventory
pays off. Tell employers about yourself. Sell your- quired through previous legal or non-legal expetjence that are applicable to the position in question.
self! Point out any special qualifications, strengths,
Think about honors, achievements, and community
experience or other skills that you may have and
activities-anythingthatwillmakeastatementabout
demonstrate how these qualities will be of use to
yourself or Set you aside from others. Then, you
them.
Sell yourself to each particular employer. Try must be prepared to mention them during the interto determine what the employer values in an_em- view a_nd show the employer how these skills,
ployee and point out how you fit the bill. If you are strengths and achievements make you the ideal
candidate for the position to which you are applyapplying to an organization in which attorneys carry
ing.
a large caseload and work under short deadlines, let
Learn as much as you can about the employer
the employer know that you are hard-working and
before the interview. A common complaint from
can handle pressure well. If you are responding to
an advertisement, do not regurgitate the wording of employers is that students do not seem to know
the advertisement but do paraphrase the advertise- anything about their organization when they are
interviewing. Read all available recruitment matement and indicate how you meet the requirements. .
When writing to a small law firm, for example, you · rial. If it is not available in the Office of Career
may stress your independence, ability to take initia- Services Resource Room, you can call the employer
tive and work on your own. When writing to a and request that information be sent to you. Just be
public interest employer, on the other hand, you sure that you request the information well in admay stress your commitment to public interest and vance of the interview. You may also be able to find
describe experiences that indicate such a commit- information using the Westlaw and Lexis terminals
available in the Resource Room. If the organization
ment.
Do not forget about your "transferable skills" has no recruitment material or other information
(particularly if you have not had much legal experi- available, at least try to determine (from the job
.;... ,
ence). Transferable skills are skills you have devel- listing or by asking the interviewer) wh?~
1
applicantthey
are
seeking.
Do
notwaitun
oped in a non-legal context that can be put to use in
a le&al setting. Do not expect an employer to look at of the interview to do research for your i
your resume and see the transferable skills. Use
(continued on next page)
your cover letter to bring !ln employer's attention to
FEBRUARY 12, 1993
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TiIDe To rian for Summer Employ01ent
The more you know about the employer, the better you are a qualified candidate or specific skills you
you will be able to determine how you can fitinto the have developed that are on-point or transferrable.
Market yourself. For example, if the interviewer
organization.
Before going to the interview, make sure you mentions thatthepositionrequiresa person who can
haveallthedocumentsyoumayneed. Alwaysbring work independently, bririg up examples of times in
extra copies of your resume, a copy of your tran- the past that you have worked on cases or projects
script and a writing sample. Your interviewer may independently. If you have had some interesting
have mispla~ your resume or may ask you for a experiences, talk about them in your interview. In
transcript or writing sample. If the employer to your discu~ions, you can come across as a wellwhom you are applying has an application form, rounded, whole person. You can also take this as a
have it filled it out before the interview and bring it chance to show your self-confidence. AI.w ays have
with you. You will then be prepared to produce any a confident and positive attitude.
Just as the employer needs to find out about
documents that may be requested. This makes you
appear very efficient and well prepared, creating a your qualifications, you need to know whether the
employer is right for you. The interview lets you
good impression.
Your physical appearance is also important in learn more about the employer than you were able
making a good impression. It is the first thing an to discover from your research. This is a time for you
interviewer sees. Show the interviewer by your to determine whether your goals will be met by
dress that the interview is important to you. Pay working for this employer. For example, if hands-on
particular attention to your hair, dress, shoes, nails litigation experience is an important criteria for you
and clothing. An interview is not the time to make in choosing a position, ask questions in the interview
a fashion sta~ment. Dress simply and conserva- about how often you would be able to go to court or
conduct depositions. Prepare some questions to ask
tively.
The interview is your chance to elaborate on during the interview. But, be sure that the answers
your resume. Rather than passively waiting for the to these questions are not available in the
employer to ask questions about your experience, organization's recruitment material.
Finally, convey to the interviewer that you are
look for openings in the conversation that will allow
you to mention specific experiences that show that genuinely interested in the position for which you

are applying. '6e enthusiastic and able to state why .
you are interested in working for their organization.

Quick Interview Checklist
• Have I conducted an inventory of my strengths
and selling points?
• Have I learned all I can about the employer?
• Have I confirmed the date and time of my interview?
• Have I found out how long the interview is expected to take so that I can plan accordingly?
• Do I have directions?
• Do I have extra copies of my resume, a copy of my
transcript and a writing sample ready to bring
with me?
• Have !filled out any necessary application forms?
• Am I dressed appropriately?

For more information about resumes, cover
letters or interviewing, pick up the Office of Career
Services "Guide to Resumes, Cover Letter and
Interviews" or make an appointment with one of
our counselors. If you would like to practice your
interviewing techniques, you can do so by participating in the Office of Care~ Services Mock Interview Program or the Interview Skills Workshop.

ATTENTION LOVERS THE ANNUAL SPECIAL VALENTINE'S ISSUE OF THE REPORTER IS SCHEDULED
TO HIT THE STANDS ON MARCH

2.

BRING YOUR VALENTINES DAY GREETING TO THE REPORTER

OFFICE IN THE BASEMENT OF THE NEW, HEATED STUDENT CENTER BY FEBRUARY 25!!!
AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS WITH EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE AND RESPECT.!!!

Co

MP u Ti·E R
BOOK
WORKS

25 WARREN ST.
(212) 385-1616 .

(a block pelow Chambers St.)

Fax (212) 385-8193

WELCOMES NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS
t

TO OUR BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL

20°/c, DISCOU'Nr ON ALL CURRENT TITLES
WE OFFER A COMPLElE LINE OF UP-TO-DATE

COM~UTER BOOKS & MAGAZINES
AND

BARGAIN TEXTBOOKS
LAW• ACCOUNTIN~ • ECONOMICS • MARKETING • MANAGEMENT• FINANCE • ENGINEERING • MATHEMATICS

WE BIJY TEXTBOOKS !
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Features

New York City has an area of about 320 square
miles, about 6,000 miles of paved streets, and about
36,000 city blocks. Buried beneath its streets are
_~ts, burial grounds, cables, forests, garbage~ gas
Imes,. passageways, sewers, stecmt pipes, subway
tunnels (current and abandoned), tubes, tunnels,
vaults, water mains, wires(electric, telephone, cable),
etc. There is so much buried under New York City
that no person or governmental agency knows for
sure what is under the ground or where all of it is
located.
··
_ Thelandmasswetc~.aycallNewYorkCityhas
changed significantly since Europeans first arrived
in America. In colonial times, Manhattan consisted
of several littleislands, notjust one big island. In the
centuries since then, numerous waterways have
been filled in and the land itself has been built up.
Much of New York Oty consists of landfill.
~en we talk about landfill, we are primarily talk1~g about garbage. We must realize that garbage
dISposal and indoor plumbing is a modem day
con~enience. In earlier: times, people would just toss
their garbage and refuse out the front door or Window. This is why it was considered proper etiquette
for a ~ntl~man to walk closer to the building when
walking with a lady. By doing so, the man stood a
chance of shielding, with his body, the lady from
getting hit with garbage.1
Landfill is more prevalent in certain areas of
New York City than in others. Manhattan has the
most landfill, and probably lower Manhattan has
more landfill than any other part of New York City.2
Hyo~ look aroun~ low~ Manhattan, especially in
the Village, you will notice that in many of the older
buildings you have to walk down a flight of stairs to
enter. At one time the entrance was at street level,
but over the years the roadway has been built up so
that the ground floor is now below street level.
Countless numbers of forgotten burial grounds exist
inNewYorkOty. Recently,an 18thcentury;'Negro
Burial Ground" was unearthed near New York Law
School.3 This find has led to much controversy as to
whatshouldbedonewithit.4 But,thisisnottheonly
forgotten burial ground that exists in New York
City. Forgotten burial grounds and gravesites exist
all over New York City. Fo~ example, in 1987,
plumbers working on a broken water main in the
City Hall Park came across skeletons from the 17005.5
Also, a recent find in the archives of the New
York Public Library indicate that the site of the
proposed Brooklyn Navy Yard incinerator may be a
Revolutionary War burial ground.6 Remember, millions upon millions of people have died in New York
City in just the last few centuries; they have to be
buried somewhere.
• '
New York Oty is honeycombed with hundreds, perhaps thousands, of tunnels (both legal and illegal). Many of the legal tunnels have been long
forgotten about. For example, ''In 1912, the workers
~igging the B~ accidently discovered the city's
first subway bne, 42 years after it was closed and
forgotten." 7 The illegat tunnels, many of them·built
~private citi~ during Prohibition, are generally
dISCovered acc1dently by col)Struction crews~ For
example, ''When the 6th Avenue subway was being
excavated, almost every day the workers found
priyately-dug tunnels running at right angles to the
street."8 Tunnels also come to light, every now and
then, when a tunnel collapses and causes the street
above to cave in.
Much is known about what lies up to eight
(800) hundred feet underground. Some of the more
interesting items that are known to be hidden underground are: a 10,000-year old forest buried 200 feet
beneath the Upper West Side; a six-lane·highway

underneath the B, D, and Q subway line-at Chrystie that something will be, is anybody's guess.
Street in the Lower East Side; the wall for which Wall
Street is named after; a reservoir and its aqueduc~ 1
system built by Aaron Burr near Chambers Street; This may also explain why dueling was s0 popuiar
and a 25 foot wide by 92 foot long ship near the back then. Afterall, who would not want to shoot
southern part of Broad Street.9 Mundane items someonewhojusttossedabucketoflavatorywaste
kno~ to be hidden underground include: Old pneu- - at them. .
matic tubes that once moved letters around the city; 2 "Ag~ percentage of lower Manhattan is landfill,
abandonedsubwaysstations;wafermams;gaslines; and a good percentage of that landfill is boats."
steam pipes; and cables and wires. In regard to the Sullivan, 7 DAYS. December 6, 1989, p.22.
public utilities, there are so :niany in some areas that, 3
m order to properly excavate due to the congestion,
The site is about three blocks east between Broadworkers must use small hand tools when they dig. way and Elk, and Reade and Duane (the area is
Also, where the density becomes too thick, utilities . currently under constructi9n for a 34-story federal
will use abandoned lines, pipes, and mains rather office building and pavilion).
4

I disagree with those who feel that all construction
should cease and that all of the gravesite saved
because itrepresentsa partofBlack history. I believe
that the construction should be allowed to continue
(possibly modified) and that part of the gravesit~
saved because it represents a part of New York City
history. We could possibly set up a museum where
people could view the site.
·

· Some of the more interesting
items that are known to be
hidden underground -a re: a
10,000-year old forest buried 200
feet beneath the Upper West
Side; a six-lane highway ...
than try to lay new ones.
Although much is known about what is buried
underground,moreisdiscoveredeveryday. Notall
discoveries bring good news. Currently, there is
repaving work being done on Sixth Avenue. Recently, to their dismay, the DOT discovered that
when the old elevator train tracks were dismantled
in 1938, the concrete bases, which supported the
tracks, had not been removed. This discovery is
expected lo add another eight (8) months and 3.5
million dollars.to the project.
The rl'cent renovation project at New York
Law School showed that private businesses and
people can still legally build undemeathsidewalks.10
New York Law School has rooms under theii' sidewalk.11 It is unknown how long these roo~ have
occupied that space, but if you look at a certain wall
in the basement asitextends out under the sidewalk,
you ~I ~three different styles of masonry. This
could md1cate that the rooms were added on after
the building was built.12
. .The only certainty about digging in New York
City 1s that we can expect to find something. What

Daily News, April 5, 1987, at 2.

6

New York Post, January 13, 1993, at 8.

7

Sullivan, 7 DAYS, Decem_b er 6, 1989, p.23.

8

New York Newsday, January 3, 1988, Big Apple
Almanac. At high tides, booze could be smuggled in
through the tunnels.

6;

9

Sullivan, 7 DAYS, December 1989, pp.17-25.
10 At one tim"e, 1t
• was common practice for buildings
to have rooms which extended out into the street.
These rooms were used to receive deliveries of coal.
Of course, the city placed a tax on these rooms. Over
time, th_e se rooms were generally filled in, sealed,
and forgotten. Even where this has been done, New
Yo~k City will still occasionally surprise some property owner (who has no knowledge of the existence
of their sealed ~ff room) with a "Vault Tax" bill.
11 The Supreme Court around the comer at 151
Broadway also has rooms underneath their sidewalk.
12

I also do not know how long the building at 47
Worth Street has been there, but if you go into the
sub-basement you will see that the floor is made of
red bricks. ·
3

ACROSS
1 Wlaemen

5 Sp.hero
8 R_emote con·
trolled bomb
12 Ald's felonl·
ouspartner
13 Borgnlne to
his friends
15 Position
16 Stoma
17 Ecclesiast ic
tribunals
18 Winter weather
word
19 Seasonal
- t urning points
22 Actor Burl
23 Bitter vetch
24 Coated In a
1'!ay
27 Indicates
31 Kind of berth
32 Shouted
· 33 Mathematics
initials
.35 Turk. generals
36 Leg parts
37 Air
38 Pluto
39 Leek's relative
40 Twit
41 Eucharistic
cup
43 Capt. Ahab,
for one
44 Supply a craw

45 Gibe

5

4

10

11

46 S,.aonal
changes
47 Trudge
48 See5D
49 Cup handles
50 Witty remark
51 Roentgen's
discovery
52 Merit
53 Snlcker·54 Drug plant
55 Praises
56 Algerian port
57 Hired thug
58 Conquered by
the Senecas
59 Stallron's
mot~r

60 Annexes
81 Bath or Baden

82 Highlander's

54

since
57

DOWN
1 Mercator Items

2 -BenAdhem

3 Microbe
4 Fllesalong
fonnretum
5 Crucifix
6 Division word
7 Phone feature

8 See12A
9 Metal
10 Sioux

11 Word
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13 Went astray
14 Ancient
ascetics 20 Continuously
21 Trampled
24 Gratified
25 Sound sense
26 Water-covered
27 Urge onward

28 One In Munich
29 Of the same
value
30 Touch for one
32 Smart
34 Wapltlor
caribou
38 M.D.'s sign
37 Tiffin cat"

39 Sept
40 Next In order
42 Somme city

43 Houdini, aka
Erlch45 Blbllcal land
46 Heroic
narrative
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Finish in the Top Thi~d of the
Class or Get a B Average.

Advanced Legal Research
- A Course Review

.

,,/

If you haven't taken Advancedl.egal Research" yet, you may
wish you had after getting your first

Camille Broussard teach a very,comprehensive on-hands advanced legal
research course which I consider to be
one of the most necessary courses
job!
You finally get your first job. taught here at New York Law School.
This is your first day and your super- This is the course entitled: /1Advanced
vising/ assigning attorney ap- Legal Research."
You gain more experience and
proaches you witha research assignment on an area of the law which you advanced training on Westlaw and
are not that familiar with. He/she Lexis as well as an introduction to the
hundreds of
wants you to
secondary and
find imporprimary
tant federal
sources which
cases
on
you may never
point so that
know existed.
a decision can
Moreover,
you
be made faare
introduced
vorable to
to an enoryour client.
mous array of
You must
legal treatises,
also prepare
encyclopedias,
a memoranand
many
dum analyzother
useful
ing the cases
and important
by the end of
sources of mathe business
Professor William R. Mills
terials.
day.
You will
What
find that aldo you do?
though legal reHow do you
search is timebegin? You
consuming .and
may think to
difficult, itis not
yourself...Did
all that bad once
I really unyou get involved
derstand the
with the process.
Lawyering
You are
Skills courses
given assignwhich I took
ments which enin the first
able you to put
year of law
your knowledge
school?
11
. to work. These
Donot
assignments
fret"
As
. ·t d
t
ProfessorCamille Brousard
help you gain
pom e ou
by Professor Bill Mills: ''You really hands-onexperienceinresearchingdifdon't know how much you have ferent areas of the law.
learned in your first year lawyering
Professors Bill Mills and Camille
skills course until you actually go Broussard make up a superb team!
out and do it. It is notthatyou don't They go out of their way to help you
know anything. The more you do learn research techniques invaluable
research, the better it gets, and the to your legal profession.
easier it gets."
A truly excellent course to take!
Professors Bill , Mills and
/1
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Guaranteed.
Plus, as a seminar enrollee you'll

e've developed an amazing
system for writing
outstanding legal exams. Attend
our seminar, and we guarantee
that you 'II finish in the top third
of your class or get a B average.
Nobody else makes a guarantee
like ours. But then, nobody else
teaches an exam system like ours.

keep the authoritative text
Conquering Legal Exams (retail
cost $24.95) for reference. This
informative, easy-to-read book
contains hundreds of tips for legal
exam success, plus numerous
practice exams and answers.
Quite simply, you can't lose.

W

New York Seminar

Tuition (early enrollment)

Saturday, March 6, 1993
Check-In: 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.
Seminar: 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Individual . . . . . . . . . .... $79.00
3 or more enrolling at once .. $69.00
7 or more enrolling at once .. $59.00

Hotel Beverly
125 East 50th Street (at Lexington)
New York, New York

Other Products
Conquering Legal Exams .· .. $24.95
S.:minar on tape and book . . . $79.95

Call 800:..748.:.6953 tu-Enroll
Enroll Early ·~ Semi~ar Space.-is 'Limited

Ace Seminars.
The Law School Exam Answer."'
Guaramcc.: tr you at~nd our. semina.r but don"t score in \he top third of your class or attain a B avcra£_e for
lhc term. :1end uo yow grade report by 7115193. We'll send you a refund (subjed lo a proccssin& charge).

MUDVILLE 9
SPORTS BAR
126 CHAMBERS STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10007
(BETWEEN CHURCHAND W. BROADWAY)

6 TV'S--PINBALL--POOL--DARTS

WE FEATURE
~
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El Salvador has been tom by twelve years of war civil war.
Help the citizens of El Salvador rebuild the schools and
communities. We're looking for donations of school supplies: pencils, pens, paper, and notebooks.

·········

Join the Latino Law Students Association in ·supporting
the rebuilding of war-tom El Salvador.

Wtni;

15 DIFFERENT
FLAVORS OF WINGS,
RIBS & CHICKEN

Bring your donations to the LLASA office in the basement
of the new student center or call the office at 431-2885.
Your donation will help educate the next generation of
Salvadoran leaders.

.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-::::;.;::

/111· lfor/cJ/1

:

10% DISCOUNT ON FOOD WITH
STUDENT ID
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964-WING--WE DELIVER 11 AM--9 PM
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Two WordPerfect Tips for
Harried Law Students
by Michael Wood
Computer Law Society

1. Usetheescapekeyto helpnavi.gatethroilghlongdocuments
Ever wonder what the escape key does in WP? The escape key indicates
multiple actions. More experienced users use the escape key to rapidly run
down a long file. Instead of hitting page down eight times, try hitting escape and
then page down. The value of escape is usuall~ set ateig~t, but may be cha~ged.
The prompt will read·Value =a. Simply type m the desired number and hit the
page down. The cursor will magically reappear on the proper page.

CLUB NEWS
Basketball Association Open
to All NYLS Community

Il:i ii'lli1,i'!~.i-llil\:i~11 ·

. On January 10, 1993, The Ne!V
York Law School Basketball Associa.,.
tion started its intramural basketball
league. The league is open to all students, employees and faculty at NYLS
2.Howtosave WordPerfectf:ilesasgenericASCHfonnatfiles andisheldeverySundayatNewYork
What is a student to do when the staff starts turning off the lights ? If you "Friends Seminary.on East 16th street.
still use a different word processor at h~me, you may be able to save your WP
The league is the first of its kind
work from school for further use at home. It would be best to experiment with
this idea before you need it! Note: WP 5.0 will read WP 5.1 files, but wi~l a~k
whether this is an updated versionof 5.0 (just save as usual). WP 4.2, which IS
widely used will not recognize WP 5.1 (so save as generic or 4.2).
· To quickly convert a WordPerfect file to an ASOI code file just hit Control
+ FS, 3, 1 or Control-F5, A, G. Try it slowly the first few times.
Save the file by hitting Control+ FS. Five different options will appear at
the bottom of the screen:

at NYLS. It provides a venue for first
year students to meet upperclass students; the league also provides an opportunity for students to participate in
a popular sport without breaking their
bank account. Thanks to renewed attempts, the SBA voted topartiallyfund
the leaglie.

:D ebut of the Computer Law
S_o ciety

V~~se~!;~~~~~:~!~:~~! ~~°::C~::;;e;~~:e~~ third III:::11:111m::1 11:11:: I: : : : :lI

choice and A indicates As. Now a new option list will appear at the bottom of .
the .screen:
_
Almost twenty students attended
1Generic;2 WordPerfect S.O; 3 WordPerfect 4.2: 0
the first official meetingofNYLSComNow type either 1 or G. (Once again,it makes no difference. The file will puterLawSocietyonWednesdayJanube saved as ASCII.) The prompt will read:
ary 20~ 1993. The CLAW newsletter
Document to be saved:
.
.was handed out, and students with
Type in the drive on which you want to save the file-name and hit the variouslevelsofexperiencediscussed
return. If you have already saved to C:, the prompt will read:
several proposed educational proDocument to be saved: (Generic WP) C:WPDOCS\ •••
grams. CLAW activists supplied copIf this is the prompt, redirect the save to the A: or B: drive by typing: A:"• ies of a guide for generating a Table of
The prompt will read:
Authorities in WordPerfect and a list
Docum~t to be saved: A:•..(file name)
ofsharewareandfreewareavailableto
Take out the disc and take it home. Utilize the usual retrieve command on all members. CLAW now hasoverone
your home word processor to retrieve the file for work at home. Try saving the hundredsharewareandfreewareprowork in the ~ome word processor and if this process works, when you return grams.
'
to school, the document should be able to be retrieved with the usual Shift,+ FThe administration still has not
10 command. The bottom of the screen will read
responded to the CLAW .suggestion
. Document <;onversion In Progress.
for installing modems in the.~omputAfter a few seconds the program should conv<:rt back to WP 5.1 NOTE: this ers in the new Student Center comprocess will always work one way- to convert from WP 5.1 to ASOI. There are · puter room. Since the administration
many word-processing programs, you must check to see if your home word hasyettoinstall thecomputers(promprocessor will accept and save to ASCII. Of course if you.finish the work at home ised to student organizations a year
there is no need to reconvert. Just print out the finished product.

Irish American Unity Conference

ago this month!) the computers may get
modems for Le)tjsand Westlawresearch.
This addition was pro~d to allow
students to use a single co~puter for
research and word-processing.
The delay by Student Services in
approving our fall fundraising project
forced CLAW to miss the deadline. As
a result we were unable to generate the
money for a computer. We are looking
for new fundraising projects, and any
ideas will be given consideration.
The Computer .Law Society requested funding from the Student Bar
Association to purchase a computer, a
CD-ROM player all.Ci several CD-ROM
discs of programs.fUnfortunately the
StudentSenatedecided thatithadother
·prioritiesa!lddeclined to fund theComputer Law Society's request.

RE:BUILDING·· EL SALVADOR

A Benefit
sponsored by
THE MANHATIAN CHAPTER OF IAUC

Friday, February 5, 1993
7:00 p.m. to ?
Guest Speakers:

Congres_swoman Carolfi\ Maloney · ·
Malachy MeCourt ·
Performers from the upcoming-musical:
"Joinin' of the Colors"
by Reena Heenan

at Adelaides Soho Supper Oub
429 Broome Street
New York, New York 10013
(21.2) 966.3371
· DonationsWelcome
The IAUC is a wholly American organization, founded top work within
the American democratic process to convince Britain to peacefully
withdraw from Ireland.

On February 19, 1993 a national
from it. Unfortunately this is the case
caravan will leave from New York . for many of the children around the
City with supplies for the war-tom world. The children are the future of
communities of El Salvador. The - Ei.Salvador;'. by supplying them with
Latino Law Students AsSOciation is the tools they need tO educate themworki-n g in conjunction with various selves, they will be able to provide for
charitable organizations to collect · · themselves and bring about the social
school supplies. The vision and .
change they desire.
determination to build a new society All donations will be made in con- .
is.there, but the people desperately junction with OSPES (The Coffimittee
need concrete support to make it ·
in Solidarity with the People of El
happen.
_
Salvador.) If you wish to donate
Our organization is now.collecting money please make the donation out
school supplies such _as pencils, . ·
to CISPES. Donations will be collected
pens; and paper for the children of · ·in the Latino Law Student
El Salvador. As students in New
Association's Office located in the
York Law School, we someti~es
basement of the "C" building. The
forget and take for granted our
DEADLINE for all donations is
education and the things we derive February 19. We need your support.
.
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Meet Vincenzo Falanga, II '94
Visiting lfirnird-Year Law Student from the University of Fribourg, Switzerland

missions Office."
INTRODUCTION:
Vincenzo Falanga, II, isa twentyfive year old, third-year law student
from the University of Fribourg, Switrerland. Vincent is from Basel which
is one of the cities in the German part
of Switrerland. He is fluent in German, Italian, French, · and English.
Vincent has done legal internships with
private firms in Italy and in Philadelphia during 1992. He has exp~rience
as a manager with an international
transport company, handled loans and
mortgages in a Swiss bank, and a broker in the money market fund branch
of a financial corporation in Basel.
Vincent is one of two children.
He has a younger brother who is attending undergraduate school in
Zurich, Switrerland. His parents live
in Basel.
Interestingtonote, Vincentstudied classical guitar at the Music Academy of the City of Basel and has performed in many concerts in Switrerland. He is also a history and philosophy enthusiast.

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES HAVE YOU NOTICED BETWEEN THIS LAW SCHOOL AND
YOUR LAW SCHOOL?
"Attendance at University of
Fribourg, Switrerland is for a 4 year
period on a full-time basis. You are
only allowed to .choose few elective
courses. All of the other courses are
required. Here is an example of my
course curriculum:
First Year: Introduction to Law,
IntroductiontoPrivateLaw,Introduction to Public Law, Criminal Law, Roman Law I, Law History I, Church
Law;MacroEconomics,European Law
I
Second Year: Criminal Law II,
Criminal Procedure, Constitutional
Law, Roman Law II, Law History Il,
Law Philosophy, European Law II, Juvenile Law (elective)

Third and Fourth Years: Partial
Listing- European Law III Civil Law
Civil Procedure, Obligation Law, Com- guage classes in audio settings."
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO mercial Law, International Private
Law, Administrative Law, Bank:STUDY ABROAD?
••LANGUAGE:
"At my law
ruptcy, etc.
school all classes are taught in French
''We are living in a constantly
and German. This is an exception in
..,.pAPERS: ''In order to gradu- Swiss Universities. At the universities
changing world. And, since the world
is becoming more of a global village, I ate, I must write a total of five papers located in the German speaking canfelt that an opportunity to study in the about specific topics assigned by indi.:. tons normally teach in German, those
United States would help me under- vidual professors. These papers must in the French speaking cantons teach in
stand the laws of the United States in be approximately between25-40pages French."
The Office of Student Services
comparison to the laws of my native each.
has received updated information on
Switz;erland. Because of the world is
••PROFESSORS: For each topic summer programs in the following
••EXAMS: "Also, after one year, .of law, there is one professor who countries:
becoming a global village, not only do
countries have to come together, but we have both oral and written exams. teaches that topic.
Innsbruck, Austria
also the people have to come together There are no multiple choice exams.
to resolve present and future prob- After the second and fourth years, we
Salzburg, Austria
••CLASS SIZE: At my law school,
lemsmoreefficiently. Also, whendeal- have final exams. At the end of the each class comprises between 200-250
Victoria, British Columbia
ingwithinternationalcriminalitiesand . third year, there are no exams. These students at a minimum. And each year,
Santiago, Chile
international commercial transactions, cou·rses are tested after completion of the classes get larger and larger. So to
Canterbury, England
different states must work closer to- the fourth year. For two year courses, accommodate all of these students,
London, England
gether to accept legal decisions and the exams are given after completion classes are conducted in large auditoOxford, England
the methods used to enforce those of the second year. For example, Ro- riums. ·So studenfs must go early to
Paris, France
decisions. These two areas need im- man Law I and Roman Law II exams class to obtain a seat.'~
Beit Berl College, Israel
provement."
aregivenafterthesecond year. ImporPadua, Italy
tant to note, is that each year comNairobi,
Kenya
IS THERE ANYTHING THAT
HOW DID YOU FIND OUT prises of two semesters. Thus, Roman YOU WOULD LIKE TO TELL THE
Mexico City, Mexico
ABOUT THE NEW YO,RK LAW Law is a four semester course.
Cracow, Poland
NEW YORK LAW STUDENTS?
SCHOOL?
Moscow, Russia
••EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACGeneva,
Switrerland
"Every law student, if possible,
''When I was attending summer TIVITIES: ''We have different fraterni- should take legal studies abroad. You
Bangkok, Thailand
classes two years ago at Columbia ties, a law school paper ''Ipso Jure," a will gain experiences which help you
University, I saw that The New York gymnasium, sports activities: soccer, reach a deeper global understanding
Each program offers a different
Law School offered a·vi~iting stu~ents ice hockey, tennis, golf,fencing, eques- and practical knowledge that will en- . variation on the study of law. Addiprogram whereinstudentsabroadmay trian . Since we are part of a large hance
your
legal
careers. tionalinformationisavailableforeach
attend law school classes in the Spring university, we are able to use univer- Remember...We are all living in the program. Formoreinformation,please
semester as well as the Fall.semester. I sity facilities to partake in gymnasium same world.''
come to the Office of Student Services,
obtained an application from the Ad- andsportsactivityprograms.Andfur5th floor, 57Worth Street, A-Building.
thermore, we are able to attend Ian-

SUMMER
STUDY ABROAD
PROGRAMS
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Update ori the Newly Renovated NYLS Student

·Center Offices
By Michael Wood, '93
As January comes rapidly to
a close, the construction of the long
awaited Student Center slowly
reaches completion·. The basement of
"C" building has been successfully
converted from the lunch room into
offices for student organizations. It is
a definite improvement over the previous setting; however, more work is
needed to make the Student Center a
pleasant and useful environment for
all students.
Unfortunately,constructionhas
been beset with problems. Construction was held up while the sidewalk
·vaults were shored up. The fire during the fall semester and broken heating pipes have resulted in waterdall)age to the student office contents and
disruption ofoffice activities. The Student Bar Association office has been
unusable because of a broken pipe.
As of January 20, ~ere is not perceptible heat in the "C" building basement, and students shun the use of
the new lounge except on unseasonably, warmdays. Topcoatsandgloves
are necessary to work in The Reporter
office, although we have been promised that this will be corrected.
Students using the new student
activityofficeshavecomplainedabout
the lack of access to the new work
spaces. According to the administration policy, as explained informally
to Reporter staffers, only two keys
will be available to each group using
thenewoffices.StudentSenatorshave
complained about the lack of access
to the Student Bar Association office.
Since the work-spaces are locked, the
net effect is to discourage student
activity.
The new lounge is very nice,
although reduced in size from the
larger lounge which once occupied
the first floor. Space is available for
twenty to thirty students to study or
eat lunch, The space crunch should be
alleviated by the opening of the new
lunch room on the first floor of "C"
building. A few paintings, posters,
along with a few large trees qr plants
could enhance the student lounge immensely. Signs should be posted to
reflect that no smoking will be permitted in the student lounge or in the
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student activity offices. This will enhance the livability of the offices.and
lounge.
Students still await the furnishing
of the new computer room in the basement of C building. Although the room
is finished, the computers, first prom-

14 East 4th St., # 509 Tel: 212.420.8600
New York, NY 10012 Fax: 212.420.9842

ised at this time last year, have not otherwise make use of the machines,
been made available for student use. they are not yet available. The ReOriginally the computers, recycled ma- porter has not been able to discover the
chines from faculty and library up- whereabouts of the promised computgrade programs, were to be placed in ers.
the student organization offices. UnNow if we could. only improve
fortunatelyforthestudents who might the access to the elevators. : :

Student Go~ernment
Rejected at University
of Wisconsin: Scandal and Dis-Interest Cited
.
~

(CPS) M~dison, Wisc. Students
at the Uni_v ersity of Wisconsin at
Madison voted to disband the
university'sstudentgovernment,ina
referendum that turned out to be
largely symbolic.
The Wisconsin Student Association can't be ousted by student

vote, according to Kathryn Evans, copresident of the association. And only 4
percent of the university's 43,000 students voted for or against the measure.
But a clear message was sent, Evans
said. ·''There was never any consideration as to what would happen if the
referendum would pass,'~ she said.

''What we found outis that we've sunk
as low as we can in students' ratings."
There were allegations made
earlier this year, and later proved un- .
founded, that an election was fixed.
Between scandals and in-fighting
among the 37 student senators and the
~y'sexecutivebranch,studentshave
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little trust in the organization, Evans
said.
·
A student constitutional council has been formed to study ways to
reform the association and possibly
hold a spring election on a pew constitution. The association's budget this
year is $33?,894, most of which comes
from student fees.
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"Ho~ta"~

the movie

A review by Michael Wood
Beinganovertheroad truck driver
in the twenties and thirties was physically demanding and dangerous work.
Badroads,tightschedules,toughbosses,
hijackers and strange towns meant each
trip would confront new and unpredictable dangers. Truck drivers had no
protection from the demands of the job.
To stay awake on the long-haul, drivers
kept a lit cigarette between their fingers.
The cigarette would bum down to the
fingers if the driver nodded off.
The men who unloaded trucks
waited, on.their own time, for the trucks
to arrive. The dangers of the road meant
that no one could accurately schedule
the work of unloading the trucks. The
work might continue for many hours as
other trucks showed up, or the workers
might spend days waitingfor shipments
to appear at the loading dock. They
were paid only for the time spent loading and unloading. There was no overtime, no holidays, no minimum wage for
drivers or warehousemen. "Industrial Relations" problems were handled with a
blackjack or a kick to the kidneys.
Tough, smart wor~rs with a vision

that say, 'This is 1970,' or 'This is
1950,' so we're trying to give each
period a distinct look. We eliminate
some things and exaggerate others.
It's a kind of narrowed vision, as we
pass through these decades, of what
each decade looked like."
Mamet'sfilmplay's preoccupation with violence does portray some
of the realities of early twentieth century labor relations. Most of the violent acts in the movie are committed
by employers or their goons against
workers and unions. Contrary to
6l popular opinion, that was and con~ tinues to be the reality of most vio8:i: Jenee in collective bargaining.
!!?
The fabled rivalry between
===============.i ~ young Bobby Kennedy and the older
CoPYRIGIIT 1992 TwBN'mm! G!NruRv Fox ALL RIGHTS Rf!Sl!RVBD
i:.i.. Jimmy Hoffa constitutes one imporTeamsters President Jimmy Hoffa confronts Attorney General Booby Kennedy
tantstorywithinthefilm.ActorKevin
Anderson plays a privileged, petuscenes, guns, bQmbs, and organized and coffee runs for Hoffa, who dozes lant, willful Bobby Kennedy against
crime. Hoffa ignores most of the in a car in. the parking lot.
Nicholson's solidly working class,
reality of union leadership. It igUtilizing flashbacks, the movie truck driver, tough guy Jimmy Hoffa.
nores the quiet tedium of the usual begins on the fateful day when Jimmy
"In a lot of ways Hoffa and
union representative: hundreds of Hoffa was presumably murdered. Kennedy were very similar," says
nearly identical meetings with
Hoffa (played byJack Nicholson) and Anderson. "Both had brilliant minds,
both were .very physical, aggressive
a friend, Bobby Chiaro
look back on their personalities, and I think they were
experiences as labor organizers and both loyal family men."
Despite its flaws, "Hoffa" is
union leaders.
worth
seeing. Labor historians might
Generally, the flashback style is
justifiably
quibble with the fashion in
not very popular with movie audiwhich
some
historical events are deences because it creates confusion. In
picted,
but
most
viewers will find
Hoffa, as each new scene opens, the
"Hoffa"
to
be
both
compelling and
audience must try to locate the action
exciting.
The
screenplayindudesmany
in space and time. This is, especially
difficulttodobecausetheactiontakes acts of violence, but the violence is
place in a span of roughly fifty years. filmed in a fairly abstract mannerEven those familiar with Jimmy there is very little gore.
Hoffa's story will have difficulty following the story line. Costume de- N.B. Mike Wood has a Class A comsigner Deborah Scott was kept busy mercial truck drivers license and has
with details to clue in the audience.
been known to hang out in the com"Moving through decades like pany of union members.
this on a movie, you really have to
CoPYRIGHT 1992 'I'MNrIB'lll CENrun' Fox ALL RIGHTS RESBRVED
choose what 'says' each decade," explains Scott. "There are no signposts
An Early Jimmy Hoffa Talks to Striking Workers
nearly identical employers in
organized a union to confront these dan- nearly identical rooms to air
gers. -As the union grew in numbers and nearly identical grievances indevefoped power, it won respect for the volving nearly identical collectruckers and warehousemen, inc;reased tive bargainingagreements. True,
pay, safe working conditions, job secu- Hoffa was an exciting and charisrity and health and pension benefits.
maticlabor leader, whowenttoeAccording to union legend, a tough to toe with organized crime and
group of Detroit warehousemen waited American Presidents, but that was
for a load of highly perishable strawber- ·the exception rather than the rule.
ries to pull up to the loading dock. They
It is only in the "present''
refused to unload the berries until their that the tedium of labor leadergrievances were addressed. Unable to ship seems to be aired. Hoffa and
locate strikebreakers without advance a trusted associate, Bobby Chiaro
notire, the company capitulated. One of (played by Danny DeVito), seem
the leaders of the "strawberry boys" was to be Waiting for Godot. They
Jimmy Hoffa.
wait in a restaurant parking lot
DavidMamet's screenplay "Hoffa" for a meeting with a top orgarecreates the grand sweep of the develop- nized crime figure (played with
ment and struggles of Jimmy Hoffa and aplomb by Armand Assante) in
the Teamsters union.
hopes of returning Jimmy Hoffa
"Hoffa" presents a fascinating but to the leadership of the Teamsters
d'istorted vision of American labor his- union..Chiaro makes a 5eemingly
tory. It concentrates on exciting crowd endless series of telephone calls

CoPYRJGHT 1992 'I'MNrIB'll! C!NruRY Fox ALL RIGJ:rrs Rl!SllRVl!D

On Top o/The World, Jimmy Hoffa Wins the Presidency of the Temasters Union
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National Issues
l

Groups Urge Boycott of Colorado
By John Williams

Staff Writer, CPS
Although a controversial ~ti
gay rights measure in Colorado is i~
legal limbo, gay and lesbian rights
groups are urging people, including
vacationing college students, to stay
away from the Rocky Mountain state.
Amendment 2, approved as a
referendum in November's general
election, has caused a ruckus with
human rights groups and well known
personalities who are pushing a boycott against Colorado until the measure is repealed.
Acb'e$/singer BarbaraStreisand
caused a flap before Christmas by urging fellow Hollywood movers and
shakers not to go to Aspen to show
disapproval of the measure. However,
ski resorts across the state are saying
that business isbooming this year with
record amounts of snow--and tourists-in the state. And officials with
Colorado for Family Values, the group
that supported the measure, said they
are confidant that the measure will be
upheld by the court system.
Amendment2, which was to have
gone into effect Jan. 15, would have
barred any law that protects gays and
lesbiansfromdiscrimination. ltvoided
such laws in Denver,
Aspen and Boulder. Residents in
those cities voted against the measure,
but voters in Denver's suburbs, Colorado Springs and most rural areas overwhelmingly supported it.
A district court judgt; in Denver
blocked Colorado from enforcing the
measure until he can hear arguments
on whether the law violates federal or
state law. Until there is a final decision, however, boycott supporters are
urging people to stay away from Colorado.
''If students are going to be here,
there's a lot they can do to support our
community. It's important for people
to make a choice that's comfortable for
them," said Kat Morgan, directOr of
the Gay and Lesbian Community Center of Colorado, which is based in
Denver. "li they come, I hope they
come with the consciousness that they
.are coming to the only state that supports this."
It is estimated that Colorado coffers have lost millions of collars in
canceled conventions, conferences and
other events because of the boycott.
Severaf city commissions nationwide,
including Atlanta and Los Angeles,
have voted not to allow employees to
attend professional meetings in the
state.
The National Association of College Stores, a trade organization that
represents college and university bookstores nationwide, has scheduled its
annual meeting in Denver in April.

Because of contracts and other
financial commitments, the association
decided to go ahead withitsmeetingin
Colorado. However, NACS directors
sent a strongly worded letter to Den-

Colorado for Family Values, a selfdescribed. non-partisan grassroots organization based in ColoradoSprings.
Spokesman WillPerkinssaidthegroup
got 85,000 registered voters to sign a
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ver Mayor Wellington Webb. "In our petition to get the amendment on the
opinion, this is a step backward in the ballot. ''Throughout the nation homocause of freedom and equality for all, sexualsdohaveequalrights. We're all
and a step toward prejudice which for that," he said. "They want to be
already plagues this country," the let- considered a protected class, and Coloter states.
radansdon'tthink that'sfair. The laws
Executive director Garis are all in place for all U.S. citizens.
Distelhorst and Elizabeth Goulding, We'renotequatingmoralityorimmodirector of meetings and expositions, rality with this issue."
said in the letter that until the amendPerkins said he would encourage
ment is finally overturned, NACS will college students to come to Colorado
not bring any more meetings to Colo- . to ski on .their spring break. He said
rado.
that in the short term, the boycott will
It is hard to gauge whether col- hurt the state, but in the long term,
lege students are supportive of the more people will want to _visit Coloboycott,andwhetherthey'llgotoColo- rado.
radoforspringbreak. However, Stuart
''It is clearly a method to inflict
Himmelfarb, vice president of the financial punishment on the whole
RoperCollegeTrack,aNewYork-based state, even on the people who are our
marketing organization, said that stu- ,opposition," he said. "Buy boycotts
dents may honor the boycott.
are a double-edged sword. It's blackHis group did a campus survey mail. It's a warning to other states
in 1992of1,200 full-time graduates on considering the same ballot that this
lOOcampusesnationwide. The survey will happen. But, because of the boyconsisted of a list of 15 issues or prob- cott, several state ballots will have the
lemsthatmightaffectcampuslife,and same issue in 1994."
about 66 percent of the respondents
Perkins, who owns a Chrysler
said they believed intolerance against dealership, said his business has been
the homosexual community was a boycotted. However, business is as
problem on campus.
usual because people who support his
.
"If you want to draw ~ conclu- cau~ are buying Chryslers from his
sionaboutthisboycott,.studentsmaybe dealership.
oneof thegroupsthatwould berecepHe said there has not been an
tive to the boycott," Himmelfarb said. increase of hate crimes against gays
"I wouldn't be surprised if they found and lesbians in Colorado since the
otherplacestogoskiing. Theycanpick measure passed.
alotofplacestogoto. It's not like they
However, Morgan, with the Gay
ownahomejn theareaorsomething." and Lesbian Community Center of
Amendment2wassponsoredby Colorado, said that the center is re-
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ceiving many more calls from gays
and lesbians reporting verbal orphysical abuse. While some people are now
willing to report hate crimes, there
appearstobeanincreaseofnewcrimes
reported, she said.
"When a law like Amendrrlent 2
is passed, it sends a message to people
that it's OK to bash, that we're not
human," Morgan said.
The center, which receives crime
,.,,
reports statewide, was averaging 12
calls a month until November, when
the measure passed. In December, the
center got 35 reports of intimidation or
violenceagainstgaysand lesbians, and
in November, there were 45 reports.
The violence ranged from harassment
to aggravated assault.
Morgan said that if college and
university students do come to Colorado for spring beak, ''I would tell
them to be careful, but I would tell
them to be careful anywhere."
There has been controversy
among people who support gay and
lesbian rights concerning the boycott.
While a boycott sends out a powerful
message, especially for a populartourist state such as Colorado, it also hurts
individuals and businesses that are
supportive of gays and lesbians.
The Lesbiari, Bisexual and Gay
Community Allianceatthe University
of ColoradoatBoulderisdividedinits
support of the boycott, said Elissa
Whitlow, a leader of the group. Residents of Boulder, where the university
is located, voted against the amendment.
"Support for the .boycott varies
fromareatoarea. There'sBoulderand
Denver and the metro area, which are
supportive in general of the gay community, plus most of the ski areas,"
Whitlow said. "Then, you have Colorado Springs, the easteqt and western
slope areas and other homes to
homophobia."
Although the alliance doesn't
· have an official stand on the boycott, "!:.
Whitlow said she reluctantly favors .
one. "Lotsofpeopledon'tgiveadamn
and come ski in Aspen," she said.
· "we'regoingtobehurtbythisthingno
matter what. You can't hate without ·
repercussions. The only way we can
get attention is through their pocketbooks, unfortunately."
.
John Nichols, with the University of Denver Lesbian, Gay and BisexualAlliance,saidhealsohasmixed
feelings about the boycott. · "Arguments both ways are strong, but I feel .
that people who are impacted the most
are the angriest. What I felt with the
personal anger is knowing that a majorityofpeoplewerewillingtovotefor
a legalized form of discrimination," he
said. ''People need to.have a way to
focus on the anger, and boycotting is
one way of doing it. But it will probablyhurtpeoplewhoareourfriends."
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Commentary
MEETING Of THE MINDS
Secret Scho0I name revealed
On February 1, 1993, all the New York Law what they always complain about, Legal Writing.
School Deans met with various members of the They want anonymous grading, they want the class
S.B.A to discuss this schools many problems. This to be graded pass/ fail, and they wanted the class to
was Dean Wellington's second meeting with stu- be worth 4 credits instead of the present 2 credits.
dentrepresentatives. These meeting are a good idea Dean Wellington said he would consider anonyand I hope we will continue to have them in the mous grading, and increasing the credits, but he was
future. However, I propose that in the future these completely against ~e pass/fail concept. · He felt
meetings take place once a month during the school that students would ignore legal writing to concenyear. Unfortunately, the future is not my concern, trate on other courses. I agree with Dean Wellingand any goodwill I had towards this school was ton. You know, if legal writing were pass/fail, like,
depleted long ago. So I now resume my cynical view I would.never had learned how to write. I ain't that
oflife at this school. Nevertheless, I will try to water motervated.
The first years also wanted to cancel the legal
it down with a vague hope of progress in the future.
We talked about many diverse topics during research classes. You must remember these classes.
the meeting. The Deans were nameless faces. It was For six weeks we sat in a large room passing notes
impossibletofigureoutwhowaswhoduringashort 'while some incredibly boring teacher tried to teach
,one hour meeting. So I will not be naming
names in this article. The topics are in the order
discussed. If there is a topic you think should
havebeen discussed, please contact Doug Stem,
he is your Student Bar Association President.
"First Years complained about what they
EVENING STUPENTS: An evening
always complain about, Legal
student complained about the scheduling of
Writing
...Dean Wellington said he would
school events during the evening hours when
consider anonymous grading and 4 credits
their classes are held or during the day when
they are at work. He suggested that more
but he was completely against the pass/
events be held ~n Fridays or during the weekfail concept. Dean Wellington felt that
end wheneveningstudentsdonot haveclasses.
students would ignore legal writing to
Theadministrationstated theobviousconcem
concentrate on other subjects. I agree
that only evening students would attend these
with Dean Wellington. You know, if
events. Most other students do not even think
aboutcomingtoschoolafterThursdayclasses.
legal writing were pass/fail, like, I would
My impression is that evening studentS feel
never have learned how to write. I ain't
like they are not part of the community. Have
that motervated."
I got news for them, there is no community.
You are not being left out of anything. In
practice, we are all evening students.
It was also suggested that the administrative offices remain open until 9 P.M. one evening us how to Shepardize. If you don't remember, it is
a week. One adminisl!ator expressed surprise that probably becat.ise you went once, you copied the
this was needed because certain offices remain open entire assignment from the one person who did the
until 7P.M. and evening students rarely take advan- work, and you learned how to do legal research from
tage of thiS service. The evening students pointed you legal writing instructor. The administration
out that they 'are in class until 7:40 P.M. on most was very surprised to here this complaint. They say
nights. Therefore, they are in clas5 while the admin- that all the end-of -class evaluations were positive.
istrators are sitting in their offices twiddling their Yes; they really read them. I'm afraid not. 56 Seinfeld
23 (1993).
thumbs waiting for students to magically appear.
Finally, another evening stvdent ·suggested
INFORMATION
that the library stay open late~. The librarian stated
DISmIBUTION: The next area of concern
that their statistic;:s showed that evening students go was information.distribution. You see, we a re not
straight home after class, and that not enough people communicating. We are one huge dysfunctional
stayed in the library after 11 P .M. .A student pointed family. They try to put information in our mailboxes
outthatthe parking lotclosesat9:30. Ifstudents stay and we throw them straight in the recycle bins (We
in the library until 11 P.M. they had better figure on may not likeeach other, but we love the Earth). They
taking a train home. One student pointed out that post things on the bulletin boards and we don't take
students tend to -take breaks after class. They get . the time to read them (If we stopped to read them we
something to eat, or another cup a coffee. Then they would freeze to death). They even publish a school
begin to stud y. lfa night student were to takea break information newsletter called The Counselor. which
after class, they probably won't begin working until nobody reads (Nobody knows about it).
10 P .M. If they know they are going to be thrown out
The administrator who publishes this newsletof the library at 11 P.M., why would they hang ter could not understand why nobody ever reads it.
around? How much can a student accomplish in an She claimed that it was placed in very ·accessible
hour? When I was a 1st year it took me an hour just locations. I have only seen this pap er outside of the
to read and brief a case. It was suggested that the cafet~ria. I always have assumed that it was for the
library try to remain open until twelve or one o' clock faculty. This adminisp-ator said that The Counselor
a couple of times to ~ what kind ofresults they get. usedtobeamonthly,thenitbecameabi-weekly,and
I suggesttheytakesome ad vice from Field of Dreams. finally sometime soon it will be a weekly. She said
if you give them heat, but not too much, they will that the newsletter will be a different color every
stay.
time it comes out. What information does this
FIRST YEARS: First years complained about newsletter contain? I really don't know. Why isn't
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student services publishing it? That would be too
logical.
Unusually, Mike Wood had the best suggestion. He wants all students to get information and
save the environment at the same time. He suggested that the school purchase an electronic bulletin board, like the one in Time Square, and place it in
the cafeteria. This makes sense because students
already have too much print to read. The Deans
were not interested. They decided to distribute The
Counselor to every classroom in the school. I suggest tl~at the Deans deliver them to the classrooms
themselves, and they should stay for a class or two.
Maybe they can experience first hand the atrocious
condjtions we experience everyday.
THE WJNDOW BY THE
ELEYAIOR: The window the separates
the main elevators from the faculty ("Student
Services Express") elevator has been on the list of
things to change for many years. However, the
administration is afraid that if they open up the
entrance, everyone will trip over the step getting
outof the elevator, Theirconcemistouching, and
I don't doubt that it is sincere, but I think it is
exaggerated. Openingupthatoneentrancewould
decrease the blood pressure of the entire school.
We would all be much healthier. So what it there
are a few more sprained ankles or tom ligaments,
the students could get some experience representing the school.
. WHAIISTHENAMEOFQUR SOIOOL:
Drum roll please... The name of our school
is...New York Law School. The ''The" is just a
stylistic change to distinguish usfromN. Y.U. All
third years can breath easier, your diplomas will
not have that nasty "The" on them. I told the
Deans that many students thought the ''The"
made the school name sound cheap. They asked
how many students thought this. I was relieved
when,all the student representatives exclaimed in
unison, "everybody."
SMOKING: Dean Wellington said that the
administration is_considering making New Law ·
School a smokeless environment. Again, I applaud
their concern for our health. Second hand smoke can
kill innocent non-smokers. On the other hand, I am
- worried about our school's image. If we do not give
our nicotine addicted students a place to kill themselves, they will stand outside the school and puff
away. What will this do to th~ public's perception of
this fine institution (Pun intended)?
-coNCLUSION: The meetmg was good
forum to let out steam . Unfortunately, most of the
Deans seemed bored. However, some of them seem
to understand our concerns. Dean Wellington promised to tum on the .heat some time soon, and he
promised to work on hiring some alumni professors
in the near future. ·
·
Still, all of this means nothing to me. As of May
14, 1993 I am through with this school. The ~dmin
istration has sacrificed the present for the benefit of
the future. Alumni fund-raisers can cross my name
offthelistrightnow. Ihavealreadydonated$45,000
dollars to this place, and have gotten very little in
return. I admit that the classes are pretty good, but
for $15,500 I .want the rest of a school. I want a
student center, I want a gym, I want computers that
work, and I want Ci shrink on call 24 hours a day.
Thanks for the education. Now all I need is the
experience.

a
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Letters to the Editor
WRITE ON REVISITED
To the Editor:
I am writing in regard to Elizabeth Kaye's
commentary, The Real Competition, which appeared
in the November 1992 issue. In her commentary, Ms.
Kaye asserts that "the students of New York Law
School conduct the annual Write-On Competition in
an unfair and unjust manner." I complet~ly share
Ms. Kaye's view, and am also very disappointed in
the manner that the 1992 Write-On Competition was
conducted.
Like Ms. Kaye, I also participated in the WriteOn Competition last May 31, with excitement and
hopes of being invited to write for one of NYlS's
journals. I gained valuable writing experience dur. ing my year as an intern at Legal Aid before coming
to NYLS, and received one of the top grades in my
Legal Writing and Research class both semesters. I
thus had high expectations of producing a very good
piece of writing during the competition. Imagine my
shock and disappointment when I was handed the
assignment: to read through two very long cases,
outline them, and tpen write a "discussion" section
of an appellate brief in only five hours!! As hard as
I tried, I was unable to complete this infeasible task.
The main problem with the way that the WriteOn Competition was conducted is that it impo5ed
virtually the same criteria that is used for grading
exams: the ability to respond to a fact pattern in a
strained time period. The students who graded onto
the journals are among those who received the
highest exam grades, largely· in part because they

posSess the .unique ability to write well under in-

petition, as opposed to class rank. At Cardozo Law
tense time pressure, while other students do not. It School,allstudentsareselectedforjournalandmoot ·
is my understanding that the purpose of holding the court membership based on a writing competition
Write-On Competition is to select students who are that lasts for about one week. By this method, the
not ranked high enough to "grade onto" the jour- best writers are given an equal opportunity for
nals,yetpossesstheabilitytowritewell.But,requir- journal membership, regardless of whether they are
ing students to analyze and respond to a fact pattern in the ''Top 10%" or ''Top 50%". I believe that this is
in only five hours prevented a large numb.er of us a much fairer way of selecting students for journal
(including Elizabeth Kaye and I) from showing our membership, since the selection is based on the
ability to produce a well written brief. Thus, in my ability to write well, and not on high grades. Second,
opinion, the whole purpose of the Write-On Compe- that the Write-On Competition be held· over an
tition was defeated. The editors of the journals were extendedperiodoftime(4-7days),justas,Fordham,
more likely to have selected students on the basis of Cardozo~ and virtually all other law schools do.
their ability to write quickly. and not on their ability Finally, thatthe Write-On Competition was held one
to write well!! I do not assert that the students week after exams, and many students participating
selected for journal are poor writers; many of them in the competition (includirig myself) suffered from
are excellent writers. Rather, I believe that there exam burnout. I understand.that the journals need
were other students who were unfairly denied the ample time during the Summer to select their memopportunity to be selected for journal membership - bers, but the Spring 1993 semester ends in the middle
simply because they could not write as quickly as of May and there should be little harm in holding the
those who were chosen.
Write-On Competition around the first or second
Like Elizabeth Kaye, I can accept the fact that week in June.
I was not selected for journal membership. I also
I would like to hear what other students
have the highest respect and admiration for my think of the journal selection process at NYLS, and
friends who are now serving on a journal. However, how some of you feel the Write-On Competition
I believe that the process of selecting students for could be conducted in a more fair manner to everyjournal membership based needs to be drastically one. Thank you very much,
changed. First, that all students be selected for jourAndrew Craner
nal membership based soley upon a write-on com-

Chief J111stice fqehn€1uist: A
Frauawlent Tltle·?
/tlli;Jlll!illlll~:-;1: :~1,J/
OnMonday,January25th, theSupremeCourt, perChiefJusticeRehnquist,
. ruled, in Herrera v. Collins. that criminal defendants do not have an absolute
right to present newly discovered exculpatory evidence after they have been
found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. To be sure, the majority opinion and
each of the separate concurrences implied, in one form or another, that the
question of any given defendant's faetUal innocence must play.second fiddle to
considerations of judicial economy and the finality of convictions.
This decision as a matter of law is both inaccurate and offensive. It is
inaccurate beeause it misstates the standard of "beyond a reasonable doubt,"
which governs in criminal cases. This is because, according to Rehnquist, while
. all criminal defendants stand before the law initially cloaked ina "presumption"
of innoeence, once such defendants are convicted beyond a reasonable doubt,
this presumption disappears, and the law must subsequently regard these
defendants as almost conclusively guilty. This must be so, for Rehnquist, unless
defendants can muster new evidence which, for all practical purposes, suggests
innocence beyond a reasonable doubt.
·
.
Yet, in truth, a finding ofguilt beyond a reasonable doubt only removes the
initial presumption of innocence which all criminal defendants possess. It dies
- not cover newly-discovered evidence, which, by definition, was either not in.
' existence or known of at conviction. As such, a finding of guilt, even beyond a
reasonable doubt, does not extend to evidence discovered after a coriviction,
and~ defendant's initial presumption of innocence must be deemed reactivated
as to such evidence.
Herrera v. Collins is also offensive insofar as it suggests that the expenditure of judicial time and resources
:
in post-conviction retrials based on
ANSWERS
newly discovered evidence is more
egregious than the termination of
· innoce,nt life. All moral people believe, to the contrary, that the primary purpose of the American Judiciary, as ultimately personified in
the Justices of the Court, is to dispense justice and fairness, with all ·
other considerations being secondary.
The murder of innocent defendants can never be just or fair . .
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DAY/DATE
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY12

OFFICIAL FILING DEADLINE FOR
MARCH 12th MPRE

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21

Lecture:
Location:
Time:
Tuition:_ .

MPRE (LIVE LECTURE)
Presented by Stanley D. Chess
RAMADA HOTEL
(7th Ave. & 33(d St.,.N.Y.C.)
11 AM-3PM
Free for BAR/BRI enrollees ·
($75 payment required - fully credited toward tuition

SUNDAY, MARCH 7

Lecture:
Location:
Time:
Tuition;

N. Y. PRACTICE & PROCEDURE (LIVE)
Presented by Prof. Arthur Miller
RAMADA HOTEL
(7th Ave. & 33rd St., N.Y .C.)
1OAM-4PM
Fret! for BARiBRI enroliees
($75 payment required - fully credited toward tuition

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24

1)

1993 BOOK DISTRIBUTION BEGINS
(Additional distribution days to be announced)

'
2)
NOTE:

CLASS OF '93 - $150 N.Y. DISCOUNT ENDS
($75 discount continues)

CLASS OF '94 - $150 N. Y. DISCOUNT CONTINUES;
CLASS OF '95 & '96 - $200 N. Y. DISCOUNT CONTINUES

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19

NEW YORK COURSE BEGINS AT LIVE LOCATION

TUESDAY, MAY 25 .

NEW YORK COURSE BEGINS AT TAPE LOCATIONS

-

SATURDAY, MAY 29

FILING DEADLINE FOR JULY 1993
NEW· YORK BAR EXAM

-
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